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Recent Improvements to a Hybrid Method
for Rotors in Forward Flight
Zhong Yang,¤ Lakshmi N. Sankar,† Marilyn J. Smith,‡ and Oliver Bauchau§
Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0150
A hybrid Navier– Stokes/full potential solver has been developed for the ef cient prediction of three-dimensional
unsteady viscous  ow phenomena that occur over helicopter rotors in forward  ight. The method combines a
Navier– Stokes analysis near the blade, modeling the viscous  ow and near wake with a potential  ow analysis in
the far  eld, modeling inviscid isentropic  ow. A grid motion module has been developed to account for the blade
motion and elastic deformations. Free and prescribed wake models have been developed to account for the tip
vortex effects once the vortex leaves the viscous  ow region and enters the potential  ow region. Sample results
are presented for a two-bladed AH-1G rotor in descent and for a UH-60A rotor in high-speed forward  ight.
Comparisons with experiments,  ight test data, and other numerical simulations are given.
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Introduction

HE prediction of rotor blade aerodynamic loads, especially
in forward  ight, requires accurate and ef cient modeling of
several distinct phenomena. On the advancing side, the combination of rotational speed and forward- ight velocity may cause the
 ow in the tip region to be transonic, with the formation of supersonic pockets and shock waves. Because the inboard section of
the retreating blade operates in a reversed  ow condition, the outboard stations are required to operate at higher angles of attack to
generate suf cient lift. This may cause dynamic stall. Strong tip
vortices in the rotor wake dominate the  ow eld and produce an
unsteady and nonuniform induced velocity  eld at the rotor disk.
Finally, rapid one-per-revolutionand two-per-revolution variations
may cause structural bending and torsional deformations, which
must be properly modeled.
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Historically, helicopter industries have used comprehensive helicopter analyses to model rotors in forward  ight. These analyses contain phenomenological models for the blade aerodynamics
and the wake coupled to simple structural dynamics and trim models. Notable among the comprehensive helicopter analyses is the
CAMRAD family of codes by Johnson.1;2
During the early 1980s, computers became powerful enough to
model helicopteraerodynamicsusing  nite differencepotential ow
methods. In these methods, the near wake is modeled as a vortex
sheet across which the velocity potential is discontinuous. The effect of the far wake is typically computed from an external wake
model and introduced as an angle-of-attackcorrection. Trim is also
achieved externally and fed back into analysis. For example, the
FDR code by Chattot3 was coupled to a comprehensive code. The
effect of the wake and trim was input to the solver as a table of angleof-attack changes. Sankar and Prichard,4 Strawn and Caradonna,5
Strawn and Tung,6 and Strawn et al.7 have developed unsteady full
potential  ow solvers, RFS2 and FPR. In these analyses, the  ow
results were coupled to CAMRAD in an open-loop fashion. Sankar
and Tung8 have also coupled a three-dimensional Euler solver for
rotors to the CAMRAD code and shown encouraging results.
Because the rotor wake has a substantial effect on the blade
aerodynamics, in current generation computational  uid dynamics
(CFD) analyses the wake is modeled from  rst principles. Steinhoff
and Ramachandran,9;10 Ramachandran et al.,11 and Ramachandran
and Caradonna12 applied a vorticity embedding technique in conjunction with a potential  ow analysis to model the wake. A hover
version of their method is called HELIX-I, and a forward- ight
version (HELIX-II) has been developed.
Most, if not all, currentgenerationEuler or Navier–Stokes solvers
are capable of capturing the rotor wake as a part of the solution.
Srinivasanand Baeder developedone of the  rst Navier–Stokes analyses capable of capturing the wake of a hovering rotor.13 Hariharan
developed a  fth-order essentially nonoscillatory (ENO) scheme
and applied it to rotors in hover and rotor–airframe interactions.14
Bangalore and Sankar15 studied a UH-60A con guration and a rotor equipped with a leading-edge slat in forward  ight. Ahmad and
Duque16 have also solved forward- ight  ow elds using a version
of the NASA Ames Research Center code OVERFLOW, with an
embedded overset grid technique. Their calculations used information regardingthe blade dynamicsfrom the  ight-testor wind-tunnel
data. Bauchau and Ahmad17 accounted for the blade elastic deformations by tightly coupling the CFD code OVERFLOW with a
computational structural dynamics code called DYMORE.
Despite these advances, the blade loads prediction capability and
the solution ef ciency of the current generation of rotor CFD analyses are not at a level acceptable to the helicopter industry. The usefulness of these analyses is limited because the rotor is not trimmed,
because the tip vortex capturing suffers from excessive numerical
diffusion, and because the blade dynamics and aeroelasticityare not
adequately modeled. Euler/Navier–Stokes simulations require signi cant computational memory and time, often consuming weeks
of CPU time to map the  ight regime of interest.
Hybrid methodologies attempt to alleviate these de ciencies in
the following manner. Navier–Stokes analyses are applied only in
the unsteady viscous  ow regions near the blades. All other regions
where viscouseffectsare minimal are modeledusing a potential ow
analysis or a Lagrangian wake model. Berezin and Sankar18 developed such a hybrid rotor solver and applied it to a UH-60A rotor in
forward  ight. Only the near wake was capturedfrom  rst principles.
This scheme was coupled to a comprehensivecode called RDYNE 19
that properly accounted for the far wake and the trim effects.
Berkman et al.20 improved this hybrid technique by modeling the
entire wake from  rst principles, using a combination of vortex capturing and a Lagrangianwake model; they obtainedgood correlation
in hover. Mello21 found that computational savings using these hybrid methods are dependent on the physics of the  ow, as well as
on the size of the computational domain and the type of computer
utilized to solve the problem. For problems with large separation,
the viscous/inviscid boundary must move farther away from the
structure, requiring a larger area to be solved using Navier–Stokes

solvers. For more moderate unsteady cases where the boundary is
closer, CPU savings of up to 40% were observed on workstations
for the same grid size. Moulton et al.22¡24 coupled the HELIX-I
analysis to the rotor Navier–Stokes solver TURNS and modeled rotors in hover. Bangalore et al. extended this methodologyto forward
 ight through the use of an overset grid method.25 In many of these
calculations,the rotor was not trimmed, and the elastic effects were
not accounted for.

Scope of the Present Work
The object of this research is to develop an ef cient rotor  ow
solver that will accurately predict the aerodynamic loads on a rotor
in forward  ight. To ensure that the proper physics are modeled, the
methodology should include a trim process, have a self-consistent
wake model, and should properly account for the aeroelastic deformations of the blade. This method is an extension of the hybrid
method discussed in Refs. 18 and 20.

Mathematical Formulation
The mathematicaland numerical formulationsare well developed
and have been extensively published.15;18 Therefore, only a brief
description of the method is given here. As discussed earlier, the
hybrid method combines a compressible Navier–Stokes solver for
modeling the viscous  ow near the blade surface and the near wake,
a compressible full-potential  ow solver for modeling the inviscid
 ow regions far away from blade, and a Lagrangian wake model for
the far-wake effect, as depicted in Fig. 1.
Viscous Zone

The Navier–Stokes equations over a deforming grid may be written in  nite volume form as
@
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The grid velocity terms Vgrid take into account that the cell faces are
moving with respect to an inertial observer or deforming as a result
of aeroelastic effects. The inviscid  uxes are computed using an
upwind scheme. In the present code, these terms can be computed to
third- or  fth-orderspatialaccuracyusing an ENO scheme described
in Ref. 14. At each time step, the discretized nonlinear algebraic
equationsare linearizedabout the precedingtime step. The resulting
sparse heptadiagonalmatrix system is solved using an approximate
factorizationscheme. The Baldwin–Lomax eddy viscosity model is
used to model effects of turbulence within the viscous region.

Fig. 1

Hybrid grid con guration for the current rotor application.
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Potential Flow Zone

The potential  ow zone is solved using the continuity equation
@
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(2)

where the  ow velocity V is made up of three components:
freestream velocity, disturbance potential velocity, and induced
velocity caused by the far wake.
V D V1 C rÁ C Vw

(3)

The density is coupled to the velocity  eld by the isentropic form
of the energy equation. A three-dimensionalunsteady compressible
potential  ow analysis developed by Sankar et al.26 is used. This
solver uses a three-factor alternating direction implicit scheme.

Blade Dynamics

A module for blade motion has been developedhandle rigid blade
motions in  ap and pitch and the complex blade deformation due to
aeroelasticeffects.Eulerianangles28 are a usefuland convenientway
of expressing the motion of rotating bodies in an inertial frame. The
periodic blade motion in pitch and  ap are described by a Fourier
series, in terms of the blade azimuth:
¯ D ¯0 C ¯1c cos Ã C ¯1s sin Ã C ¯2c cos 2Ã C ¯2s sin 2Ã C ¢ ¢ ¢

Interface Between the Full-Potential and Navier– Stokes Zones

The interface separating the Navier–Stokes zone from the fullpotential zone must be carefully handled to allow three type of
waves (acoustic, vorticity, and entropy waves) to propagate out to
the far  eld without false re ections. The equations to handle these
interfaces accurately were originally developed by Sankar et al.27
and veri ed in Ref. 18. They are summarized here for completeness. At the interface, the  ve components of the  ow properties for
the Navier–Stokes equations are computed directly from the fullpotential domain. The zones overlap by one full cell on either side
of the match line. The velocity components are found by adding potential and wake-induced velocities. For example, at the k D k match
interfaceshown in Fig. 2, the  ow eld variablesare computed using
the formulations
u i; j;k match D .Á x /i; j;k match C u w ;

Vorticity magnitude is utilized as the optimization parameter. The
location of the zones about the blade is estimated by the user at
the beginning of the computation. If the vorticity along the chosen
zonal interface remains within a tolerance of vorticity magnitude,
the interfacelocation remains unchanged.If the vorticity magnitude
along the plane is higher than the upper limit of the tolerance band,
the interface moves away from the blade. If the vorticity magnitude
is lower, the interface moves closer to the blade.

µ D µ0 C µ1c cos Ã C µ1s sin Ã C µ2c cos 2Ã C µ2s sin 2Ã C ¢ ¢ ¢
(7)
Two approaches for modeling blade dynamics have been evaluated. In the  rst approach, the blades are assumed to be rigid. The
(x; y; z ) positions in space at any instance in time may be related to
(x; y; z ) at an earlier time through simple transformation such as

½ =½1 D a

wi; j;k match D .Áz /i; j;k match C ww ;

2
a1

2

t11
4
T D t211
t31

¢1=.° ¡ 1/

e D ½[a 2 =° .° ¡ 1/ C V 2 =2]

¡

¢

(5)

Because there is an overlap of cells at the interface, these computations would also be calculated for the kmatch ¡ 1 and k match C 1 cells
as well. The entropy wave is ignored once it leaves the inner viscous zone, consistent with the assumption of isentropy in potential
 ows. The vorticity is converted into vortex elements that are modeled using a Lagrangian wake model. The conservation of mass is
accounted for by matching the normal component of velocity at the
interface
vn jNS D vn jFPE

t12
t22
t32

3

t13
t23 5
t33

(9)

where
(4)

The local a can be determined from the energy equation
2
a 2 D a1
C [.° ¡ 1/=2] V12 ¡ V 2 ¡ 2Át

(8)

The transformation matrix T is given by the following equation
in terms of the Eulerian angles:

vi; j;k match D .Á y /i; j;k match C vw

¡ 2¯

xnew D T xold

T D [A][B][C];

(6)

To minimize computational resources required for this problem,
the zonal interface is allowed to change at each azimuthal location.

t11 D cos µ cos Ã;

t12 D cos ¯ sin Ã C sin ¯ sin µ cos Ã

t13 D sin Ã sin ¯ ¡ cos ¯ sin µ cos Ã;

t21 D ¡cos µ sin Ã

t22 D cos ¯ cos Ã ¡ sin ¯ sin µ sin Ã
t23 D sin ¯ cos Ã C cos ¯ sin µ sin Ã;
t32 D ¡sin ¯ cos µ ;

t33 D cos ¯ cos µ

(10)

If the blades are not rigid, this grid motion includes additional
rotations (in twist) and bending deformations.
The addition of these terms requires that the motion of the blade
be included in the equations of motion. There are currently two
methods to achieve this end. The classical approach is to compute
the new blade location in space, regenerate the grid about the blade,
and include the local motion of the blade from the preceding time
step through velocity terms. This  nal step is known as the grid
conservation law and is needed to ensure that mass and momentum conservation laws are maintained in each cell. This generates
a small velocity even at the surface of the blade. The alternative
method for implementing blade motion is the utilization of the transpiration boundary condition.This has been successfullyutilized by
a number of researchers,29;30 as long as the de ection of the surface
and the time steps remained relatively small, as they are for the rotor
problems discussed here. The transpiration technique does not require any new grids to be computed. Instead, the local motion of the
blade surface is modeled via the new surface boundary condition:

³
.V ¡ Vsurface / ¢ n D .Är C V1 sin Ã/
Fig. 2 Boundary conditions between the Navier– Stokes and fullpotential zones.

t31 D sin µ

´

dz surface
³x 1t
dx

(11)

The modi cation of the boundary condition includes new terms
on both the left and right sides of the equation. These new terms
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balance the equation so that the Navier–Stokes boundary condition
at the surface (V ¢ n D 0) is still attained. To optimize computational
resources, the transpiration velocity approach was utilized for this
research.

achieved through the adjustment of the rotor collective and cyclic
pitch:
cT D cT .µ0 ; µ1c ; µ1s /;

cPM D cPM .µ0 ; µ1c ; µ1s /

cRM D cRM .µ0 ; µ1c ; µ1s /

Wake Model

In the present hybrid method, two kinds of wake models are implemented: a rigid wake model and a free wake model. In both of
these models, the tip vortex is modeled as a connected series of
straight-line segments. The connecting points are called “markers.”
The  rst vortex element marker is placed at the downstream interface between the Navier–Stokes and the full-potential zones. The
downward drift of the tip vortex from the blade tip to the interface
due to the induced velocity is also considered in placing the marker.
After each marker is created, it is convected with the local velocity
of the freestream plus a velocity component induced by the wake
itself.
Rigid Wake Model

In the rigid wake model, The tip vortex position is describedby its
age Á, which is the current blade azimuthal angle position minus the
azimuthal angle of the sheddinginitiationpoint.The wake geometry
is described in the inertial coordinate system as

y D r sin.Ã ¡ Á/ C ¹ y Á C ¸ y Á
z D z0 C ¹z Á ¡ ¸z Á

(12)

where the Ã is given for the reference blade. The Glauert uniform
in ow model is used to compute the values of the in ow in the
Cartesian directions.
The rigid wake model requires a negligible amount of computation, but can not model the wake distortion. If measured wake
geometry information is available, then the distorted geometry can
be calculated.
Free Wake Model

If the wake from the precedingblade remains close to the resolved
blade, the distortion of the wake geometry can have a large effect on
the loading. In the free wake model, based on the model describedin
Ref. 20, the convection speed of each wake marker includes the velocity induced by the wake itself. In the hybrid code, the Biot–Savart
law is used to evaluate the self-induced velocity at every element
in the wake. The convection velocities are numerically integrated
using a one-step explicit scheme to obtain the positions of the wake
markers at the next time step.
Tip Vortex Strength

In forward  ight, the aerodynamic loads vary with the azimuth.
The strength of the shedding tip vortex has a different value at each
azimuthal position,whereas it is a single steady-statevalue in hover.
The following procedure has been developed. At the start of the
calculation, a rigid wake geometry is assumed, and the tip vortex strengths are initialized using blade element theory or a model
discussed by Mello et al.31 :

p

0b .r; Ã / D 00 r 1 ¡ r2 [1=.1 C 1:5k T ¹ sin Ã/]

where cT , cPM , and cRM represent the coef cients of thrust, pitching
moment, and rolling moment, respectively.The blade pitch angle is
de ned by the  rst harmonic term of the Fourier series
µ .Ã / D µ0 C µ1c cos Ã C µ1s sin Ã

(13)

where k T has a value of 0.982. At subsequent time levels, the peak
bound circulationof the referenceblade is used to de ne the strength
of the most recently shed wake element.
Rotor Trim

Accurate aerodynamic predictions are only possible if the rotor is operating at the desired thrust level, which requires a trimming procedure. At a particular  ight speed, the desired state is

(15)

Because the relationship between the rotor aerodynamic parameters cT , cPM , and cRM and the blade pitch angle is nonlinear, an
iterative technique is necessary to obtain the convergence of the
trim procedure. A Newton–Raphson iterative method is employed
to trim the rotor automatically. Given an initial guess for the con0
trol settings µ00 ; µ1c
, and µ1s0 , the  ow solver is  rst run for several
blade revolutionsto get the initial rotor performance parameters cT0 ,
0
0
cPM
, and cRM
. The calculations are stopped, and an estimate for the
changes to the control settings such as 1µ0 can be obtained using
the Newton–Raphson iterative method:

2
8 9.0/
< cT =

x D r cos.Ã ¡ Á/ C ¹ x Á C ¸x Á

(14)
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8 9.d/
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1µ1c
D cPM
;
: ;
cRM
1µ1s

:

(16)
supplied
d
d
D 0, and cRM
D 0.
Generally, cdT D cT
, cPM
With these new control settings as the initial guess, the preceding
iterativeprocedurecontinuesuntil the rotor performanceparameters
achieve the desired value. The direct application of this trim procedure in either the Navier–Stokes or the full-potential modules takes
a number of blade revolutionsand becomes very expensive.Instead,
the derivatives of the rotor performance parameters are computed
using a simple lifting-linetechnique32 external to the hybrid method
after every blade revolution. By the use of the values of the performance parameters averaged at every 5-deg azimuthal location, the
change in collectiveand cyclicpitch valuescan be quickly computed
using lifting-linetheoryfor the next revolutionof the hybrid method.
This method typically requires from three to seven revolutions of
the blade to approach the desired performance values.

Results and Discussion
The hybrid analysis just described has been validated through
a study of rotors in forward  ight. Calculations have been computed for the AH-1G and UH-60A rotors in forward  ight. An H–O
multiblock grid is used. The solution is impulsively started with
an assumed prescribed wake estimated from lifting-line theory, and
the solution becomes repeatable from one revolution to the next in
approximately three rotor revolutions.
UH-60A in Forward Flight

The UH-60A rotor blade has an aspect ratio of 15.3 and a maximum twist of 13 deg. It has a rearward sweep of 20 deg starting from 93% radius. In the experiment,33;34 the blades were fully
articulated, and the rotor had been trimmed to eliminate one-perrevolution  apping. Because the blade was soft in torsion, the elastic
twist was also measured at several radial locations as a function of
the blade azimuth. The instantaneous blade pitch angle (including
elastic deformations) is, thus, available at each radial location. This
information was used in the analysis as follows. The rigid blade
motions were handled using Eq. (5). The additional rotations due
to elastic deformations were modeled using a transpiration velocity
approach.
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r = 68%R

r = 68%R

r = 94.5%R
r = 94.5%R
Fig. 3 Pressure coef cients at Ã = 0 deg for advancing UH-60A rotor.

Fig. 5 Pressure coef cients at Ã = 180 deg for advancing UH-60A
rotor.

r = 68%R
r = 68%R

r = 94.5%R
Fig. 4 Pressure coef cients at Ã = 90 deg for advancing UH-60A rotor.

r = 94.5%R
Figures 3–6 show the surface pressureat the inboard and outboard
section compared to the experimental data. At Ã D 0 deg the pressure inboard at 67.5%R and outboard at 94.5%R are well predicted,
and the suction peaks are also captured well. Between Ã D 90 and
160 deg, the measured data show negative loads in the tip region
because the blade is highly twisted and is pitched down. The computed results in the outboard section at 94.5%R correctly reproduce
this negativelift. Regions of supersonic  ow are also observedin the
tip region over about 20% of the leading edge of the lower surface
between Ã D 90 and 120 deg in the experiment. The hybrid results
show a shock located at about 10% chord near the leading edge on
the lower surface.

Fig. 6 Pressure coef cients at Ã = 270 deg for advancing UH-60A
rotor.

On the retreating side of the rotor, the  ow is more complex.
Flow separation and dynamic stall may occur, and these features
usually are associated with intense turbulence. The accuracy of the
transitionand turbulencemodels is an important factor in computing
such a  ow eld. Because the hybrid code uses a simple algebraic
turbulence model and a very coarse grid in the inboard region, there
is some dif culty in capturing the measured physical phenomena.
At the Ã D 180 deg azimuthal angle, the suction peak in the inboard
region is underpredicted.
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Table 1

H-1G blade motion

Blade Motion

µ0

µ1s

µ1c

¯1s

¯1c

Experiment
Numerical, after trim

6.0
8.0

¡5.5
¡6.5

1.7
2.5

¡0.15
¡0.15

2.13
2.13

r = 67.5%R

Ã = 90 deg

r = 78%R

Ã = 180 deg
Fig. 8

r = 92%R
Fig. 7

Sectional thrust for UH60A at different radial locations.

The sectional thrust coef cients are shown in Fig. 7 at a number
of radial locations with and without the elastic deformation effects.
From the experimental data,34 it is seen that the instantaneousloads
are a strong function of the blade position, rising and falling with
the blade pitch. The thrust at the inboard 67.5% span location is
underpredicted in the second and third quadrants. This is believed
to be due to the coarse grid in the inboard region.
At the outboard region, the thrust coef cients at 78 and 92%
span compare fairly well with experimental data. The experimental
data show a large increase in the thrust coef cients with azimuthal
location Ã on the advancing side, and the magnitude of the thrust
drop increases along the radial location to the tip. With inclusion
of the elastic deformation, the negative lift is captured well, and an
increase in the magnitude of the negativelift with radial distance can
also be seen. This agrees with the suggestion by Ramachandran and
Caradonna12 that the negative lift is related to the blade deformation
in twist and that the model rotor is undergoing a sizable nose-down
twist.
AH-1G in Forward Flight

This rotor was tested as part of a operational loads survey program at NASA Ames Research Center.35 The available data include
overall instantaneousthrust coef cient C T and the sectional normal
force coef cient C n based on an integrationof the pressure data collected from pressure ports on the blade. The two-bladed teetering
rotor has a rectangularplanform and uses a symmetrical airfoil. The
linear twist is ¡10 deg from root to tip. The blade has an aspect
ratio of 9.8.

Pressure coef cients at r = 60%R, for advancing AH-1G rotor.

The case chosen for detailed study corresponds to  ight-test data
at an advance ratio of 0.19, tip Mach number (based on tip speed
ÄR) of 0.65, and a time-averagedtotal thrust coef cient of 0.00464.
The following  rst blade harmonics (in degrees) were measured in
the  ight test, as shown in Table 1.
This particular  ight condition has also been studied by Ahmad
and Duque.16 In their calculations,the blade collectivewas corrected
to match the measured value of thrust. With no further trim, the
rotor moments were approximatelybalanced in roll, but were out of
balance in pitch. In the present hybrid analysis, the collective pitch
was adjusted to match the measured overall thrust. To eliminate
the rolling and pitching moment, the lateral and longitudinal cyclic
pitch angles were also trimmed manually. The  rst blade harmonics
(in degrees) after trimming are given in Table 1.
Figures 8 and 9 show the computed and measured pressure coef cients at several azimuthal and radial locations, applying the rigid
wake model. At the inboard radial station 0.6R, the suction peak
on the advancing side compares fairly well with the measurements.
However, the suction peak at Ã D 180 deg is underpredicted. This
may again be due to the inadequacy of the coarse grid around radial
station 0.6R. The surface pressure distributions at the outboard radial station 0.91R compare well with the measured data on both the
advancing and the retreating side. The lower surface pressures are
consistently slightly underpredicted.At a number of radial stations,
an irregular behavior near the leading-edge region can be seen, particularly near the 90-deg azimuthal angle. Ahmad and Duque16 also
reported similar behavior at the leading edge. Further investigation
showed that at these locations,there were clear discontinuitiesin the
 rst, C 1 , and second, C 2 , derivatives of the coordinates.Smoothing
of these discontinuities would remove the pressure discontinuities;
however, it then does not permit direct comparison with the earlier
computational results, which include integrated values. Therefore,
the discontinuitieswere not corrected for this study.
Figure 10 compares the computed normal load data with the measured airloads.There are four curvesin the plot in Fig. 10. The results
using the same  rst blade harmonics as the  ight-test data, and the
trimmed cyclic pitching angle, are both plotted. These results are
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Table 2 Blade dynamic
motion of AH-1 rotor37
Blade motion

Value

µ0
µ1s
µ1c
¯1s
¯1c
¯0

6.14
¡1.39
0.9
0.0
¡1.0
0.5

Ã = 90 deg

Ã = 270 deg

r = 60%R

Ã = 300 deg
Fig. 9 Pressure coef cients at r = 91%R for advancing AH-1G rotor.

r = 91%R

compared with  ight-test data and the numerical results by Ahmad
and Duque.16
Although several signi cant effects such as the in uence of the
fuselage, the hub, and the blade elastic deformations are neglected,
the overall load and surface pressure derived by the hybrid method
agree fairly well with  ight-test data. At the retreating side near
270 deg, a variation in loads similar to the experiment is captured.
Near the tip, the loads computed by hybrid method without trimming
are overpredicted. After trimming to near-zero rolling and pitching
moments, the computed loads indeed match better with  ight-test
data, except at the inboard section at 60%R.
AH-1 Low-Speed Descent

This case corresponds to a one-seventh scale model of the AH-1
rotor system experimentally tested by Splettstoesser et al.36 The
AH-1G/OLS rotor has a rectangular planform with BHT-540 sections. To accommodate full-scale pressure instrumentation, the airfoil section was slightly modi ed and resulted in a 9.71% thickness.
The rotor is 1.916 m in diameter and has a 10.39-cm chord. The
blade has a linear twist of 8.2 deg, and the blade root cutout is at
0.182R.
The test condition studied correspondsto a low-speed descending
 ight at an advance ratio of 0.164. The tip Mach number is 0.664,
and the overall thrust coef cient is 0.0054.
The blade dynamic motion information is extractedfrom Ref. 37.
Table 2 shows the general blade motion coef cients. The rotor shaft
angle is at zero degrees with respect to the freestream.
In the calculationby Strawn et al.,37 the precone angle and the  rst
harmonic  apping are  xed by the value in Table 2 from experiment.
The collective and cyclic pitch angles are adjusted to match the experimental overall thrust coef cient, and they achieve zero pitching
and rolling moments at the hub when the blade loads are integrated

r = 99%R
Fig. 10 Sectional thrust for the AH-1G rotor.

over the rotor disk. The present calculations use the same pitching
and  apping angles as Table 2, except that the collective pitch angle
was slightly modi ed to match the overall thrust coef cient. Thus,
no trim loops were required for this calculation.
A multiblock H–O grid is used with clustering near the blade
tip, leading, and trailing edges. The grid system spans 90 deg along
the azimuthal direction and consists of 90, 43, and 80 cells in the
chordwise,spanwise, and normal directions,respectively.Although
a formal grid study was not performed for these calculations, similar studies18;20 have shown this size grid to be appropriate for this
computation.
The measured and computed pressure coef cients are compared
on the advancing side in Fig. 11. The experiments provide the surface pressure measurements only on the rotor upper surface. The
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Table 3 Comparison of CPU time for the Navier– Stokes
and hybrid methods
Hybrid method,
(grid size: 310,000; 1 blade)

Conventional Navier–Stokes method
(grid size: 310,000 per blade; 4 blades)

Time/step, s
Navier–Stokes (39% total grids): 8
80
Full potential (61% total grids): 3
wake update (every 100 steps):
1.4 per step total: 12.4
Total number of time steps (two revolutions)
14,400
14,400
Ã = 0 deg

49.6

Total CPU time, h

320

Ã = 90 deg

r = 97.5%R

Ã = 180 deg
Fig. 11 Pressure coef cients at r = 95.5%R for an advancing AH-1G
rotor with BVI.

computed results are in reasonably good agreement with the experimental values. The irregular behavior near the leading-edge region
on the upper surface is still present, attributable to the errors in the
airfoil coordinates.
The differential pressure coef cients near the leading edge of the
rotor blade at 0.03 chord are plotted in Fig. 12. The results computed
by Strawn et al.37 include a comparable size Navier–Stokes grid to
the hybrid method (coarse grid), as well as a  ner Navier–Stokes
grid applied to better approximatethe wake ( ne grid). These, along
with the experimental data, are compared with the values computed
from the hybrid method. As expected, the Strawn et al.  ne grid
does the best job at capturing the physics of the rotor on the  rst and
last quadrants, but is comparable to the hybrid method in the two
middle quadrants. Although the hybrid method misses some of the
rapid changes in the  ow, the location of the rapid pressure drop on
the retreating side due to blade–vortex interaction is predicted.
Computational Resources

Computational resource requirements were compared for the hybrid and conventionalNavier–Stokes methodsfor the UH-60A rotor.
These results are compared in Table 3. The Navier–Stokes analysis requires that the grid model the entire rotor, whereas the hybrid
method can be utilized to model only one rotor blade with the in uence of the other blades modeled as a set of bound and tip vortices.
Thus, there is a signi cant savings of 75% of the required grid in

r = 91%R
Fig. 12 Differential pressures near the leading edge (x/C = 0.03) of the
AH-1G rotor.

the hybrid method. For a single blade, the hybrid method provides,
for the same grid, a 38% savings in CPU time. For a comparison
of the full systems over two revolutions, the hybrid method provides a savings of approximately 84.5% over a full Navier–Stokes
methodology.

Conclusions
A hybrid method has been developed for modeling aerodynamics of rotors in forward  ight. Blade loads are comparable to full
Navier–Stokes methods, but the present hybrid method requires signi cantly less computational memory and time. As demonstrated
for the AH-60A rotor, the hybrid method can provide a comparable
simulation at 25% of the number of grid points and about 15.5%
of the CPU time requirements of the full Navier–Stokes simulation.
Blade motion is modeled using experimental values and improves
the blade load accuracy. Trim is still an expensive computation,
but a loosely coupled methodology is shown to be successful in
improving the blade loads while remaining cost effective.
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